
Limb-BoltSUSPENSION
TM

Patent pending independent dual limb bolt suspension

system - quiet, impact, and vibration FREE.

In-Line StringSUSPENSION
TM

HyperSUSPENSION Bow Technology
TM

With complex suspension engineering, numerous of rock-solid patents, and years of research and development, Whisper Creek

Archery offers for the first time ever within the archery industry the same suspension drive technology you'll find on a 4-wheeler or

SUV. The HyperSUSPENSION Technology is truly state-of-the-art cutting edge bow technology which is the only suspension

technology that is offered on a bow in the world! This system is so energy efficient that it completely removes nearly 100% of

impact or recoil from the system shot after shot; thus,making it an extreme“hyper”Damping Suspension System.

TM

PulleySUSPENSION
TM

800-499-5529

We’re so quiet...
we’re making all the noise!

Andrews Interlocking System (AIS)
Patented AIS system mechanically

interlocks an internal mechanism

within our proprietary BowDAMP

Suspension Material. Due to the AIS

system, the cam/wheel drive axle, as

shown, can be 100% de-coupled (free

floating) from the limbs.With the AIS

system, it is impossible to have wheel

lean or repeatability issues.

TM

RollerSUSPENSION
TM

Patented independent dual suspension

roller system (AIS Integrated) - quiet and

vibration FREE with integrated double-

sealed ball bearings!

Patented independent eccentrics in-line string suspension

system (AIS Integrated) - extemely quiet (up to 13dBA-

decibels reduction), impact, and vibration FREE with

integrated double-sealed ball bearings!

www.whispercreekarchery.com

PocketSUSPENSION
TM

Patented independent dual pocket suspension system

(AIS Integrated) is quiet, impact, and vibration FREE.

70 LB. BOW EQUIVALENT

A 30 LB. BOW IN
NOISE LEVELS

TO

The BowDAMP material incorporates a

proprietary material formulation that is 20

times better than any steel against abrasion

and is completely unaffected by weather or

temperature.

TM

Draw Length ------------

Draw Weight ------------

Brace Height ------------

Axle To Axle -------------

Let-Off ---------------------

Mass Weight ------------

IBO Speed ----------------

Noise -----------------------

26" - 30"

40lb - 70lb

Approx. 7"

Approx. 31"

65% or 80%

4.4lbs

Approx. 310fps

Approx. 65 dBA (Decibels)

BowDAMP Material
TM

Patented independent dual pulley

suspension system (AIS Integrated) -

extremely quiet, impact, and vibration

FREE with integrated double-sealed ball

bearings!

Visit us at ATA

Booth #151

15-30 dBA

(Decibels)

QuieterThanThe

Competition!

Perimeter Weight Technology

Same Independent Suspension As You’ll Find In A 4-Wheeler


